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ATTACHMENT C

EXAMPLE OF STATIC LOAD CALCULATION

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

GE CASK - 100 SERIES

JULY 17, 1968

BY
R. H. THOMPSON
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

SUMMARY
This design report consists of a mathematical analysis of the 100
series cask and protective jacket assembly. The analysis proved
the integrity of the cask and jacket when subjected to the
packaging performance criteria of 10 CFR 71.
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II

GENERAL PERFORMACE CRITERIA FOR PACKAGING
The 100 Series cask shall be analyzed to show that design
specifications meet or exceed AEC 10 CFR 71 regulations and DOT
49 CFR 171-178 regulations.
A.

Lifting Devices

1.

71.31(c)(1) if there is a system of lifting devices which is a
structural part of the package, the system shall be capable of
supporting three times the weight of the loaded package without
generating stress in any material of the packaging in excess of
the yield strength.
The cask and protective jacket are made of lead, carbon steel
and stainless steel. The jacket (including the lifting devices)
is entirely constructed of steel. Some of the typical
mechanical properties of a mild carbon steel (1018,
Roll) are:
YIELD STRENGTH (0.2% OFFSET) =
ULTIMATE STRENTH
ELONGATION
a.

40,000 LB/IN.
69,000 LB/IN.
38%

1020 Hot

2
2

Description of Lifting Device
The protective jacket is equipped with two lifting devices
and two tie-down devices as shown in Figure I.*

*SEE G.E. DRAWING 706E578
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FIGURE 1
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Crossbar

1)

4
I

5/8
FIGURE 2
First, assume that the load is transmitted to the
crossbar via a point load at the center. The crossbar
must support three times the normal load, or
3(1/2)**(4520 LB)* = 6780 LB

a)

Shear Stress in Crossbar:
(1)

Ss = P/A
P = 6780 LB
2
A = 0.625X3 = 1.875 IN
Ss= 6,780/1.875 LB/IN2
2
S = 3,616 LB/IN

*(MAXIMUM WEIGHT:

CASK = 3200 LB, URANIUM LINER

300 LB. PROTECTIVE JACKET = 630 LB., AND PALLET
= 390 LB.)
**THERE ARE TWO CROSSBARS PER JACKET
=
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b)

Bending Stess in Cross-Bar:
(2)

SB = Mc/I
where

Mmax = PL/8
= (6780) (7)/8
= 5,932 LB-IN
I/c

(REF 1)

= bh 2/6
= (3)(0.625)2/6
= 0.195 IN3
= 5,932
0.195

SB

SB

LB-IN
IN

2
= 29y900 LB/IN

The bending stress causes a situation in which the
crossbar is in both tension and compression combined
with a shear stress. The principal stresses are:

SI

= SB/

2

+ [(SB/2) 2 + (SB)2]1/2

(REF 2)

= 15,210 = [(15,210)2 + (3616)2)1/2
= 15,210 + 15634
S1

= 30,844

LB/IN 2 (TENSION)
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(3)

S2

= SB/2 - [(SB/ 2 )2 + (SS) 2 11/2

(REF 2)

S2

= 15,210 - [15,210)2 + (3,616)2)1/2

S2

= 15,210 - 15,634

S2

= 424 LB/IN 2 (COMPRESSION)

(4)

A factor of safety for the crossbar is:
F.S. = 40,000 / 30,844
F.S. = 1.30
Normally forklift arms are placed under each lifting arm
crossbar to lift the assembly. Therefore, since the
stress with a concentrated load (assumed above) will be
greater than a stress caused by a finite width force
(forklift arms) applied to the crossbar, it is safe to
conclude that the actual stress will be less than the
computed value, and it is safe.
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2)

Weld (Crossbar to Riser Strap)

p

FIGURE 3

Using the values previously obtained to determine the
stress on the weld and a weld joint efficiency of 85%,
the stress in the weld is:

Factor Safety
(Weld)

= 40,000 (.85)

30,844"

F.S. = 1.10
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3)

Riser Strap

4~7&6

Each supporting strap
carries a load of 3390 LB
as shown in Figure 4. This
load imparts a tensile and
bending stresses to the strap.

el/f46F5STA

131F

18 FIGURE 4

3 -45

The statically indeterminate forces and moments are
obtained by solving the following set of equations
(REF. 3)

-

(I/3)HL /I
1 + (1/2)MIL2/I

- (l/2)HL2T/1

+ MIL 1 /TI

1

= (I/3)HL•II 2 - (1/2)M2 L•/I 2

=

- (l/3)M1 L3 /1 3 + [(1/6)W(bL 3 -b 3 /L 3 )]/13 - (l/6)M2 L3 /1 3
- (1/2)HL 2/I

-

M2 L2 /I

2 =

(1/3)M2 L3 /1 3 + (1/6)M1 L3 /I

For

3

- (l/6)W[2bL 3 +(b 3 /L 3 )-3b 2 ]/i

a = b = 3.81 IN

L2 = 3.31 IN

W = P = -6780 LB
I = 12 = 13
LI
3.31 IN

L3 = 7.62 IN
V1 W V2 = 3390 LB
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VU'

+ 5.48 K =0
- 24.2 H + 5.48
2
+.
- 5.48 H 5.85
1.27 M2 - 24600 = 0
2 = 24600 = 0
5.48 H 1.27 M1+ 5.85 M

Because of Symmetry

1 = M2

H = - 2400 LB
1 = M2 = - 5300 IN-LB
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a)

Bending Stress
(2)

SB = M c/I
Mmax = 5300 LB-IN
3
I/c = 0.195 IN
2
SB = 27,200 LB/IN

b)

Direct Tensile Stress
(1)

ST = P/A
= 3390 / 1.875
2
ST = 1,808 LB/IN

c)

Max. and Min. Principal Stresses

S1 = (SBT/2) + [(SBT/2)2 + (Ss) 2 ]1/

2

SBT = SB + ST = 27,200 + 1808
S1 = 29000+ [(29000/2)2+19202]1/2

2
S1 = 14500+14626 = 29,126 LB/IN (TENSION)

Ss = (3/2)(H/A) = (3/2) 2400/1.875
2
Ss = 1920 LB/IN
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(3)

2
S2 = (SBT/2) + [(SBT/2) + (Ss)2]1/2

S2 = 14,500 - 14,626
S2 = 126 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)

FACTOR OF SAFETY (STRAP)
F.S. = 40,000/29,126
F.S. = 1.37
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4)

Riser Strap Welds to Cask Body
Since the strap welds
are different for
each strap, two analyses
will be conducted.

a)

FIGURE 6

Strap I

Assume that the crossbar moment is totally transferred to the Riser
Strap. The bending stress in the Weld I
1)

Bending stress in Weld in Strap I

(REF. 4)

SB = 1.414 M

hl(T+h)

T = 0.625 IN
M = 5300 IN-LB
I = 3.0 IN
h = 0.25 IN
SB = 1.414 (5300)
0.25(3.0)(.625 + .25)
2
SB = 11,420 LB/IN
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2)

Tensile Stress in Weld in Strap I
ST = .707(P)/h(L)

(REF.

4)

(8)

ST = .707 (3390)/.25(3)
ST = 3,196 LB/IN2

3)

Maximum and Minimum Principal Stresses in Strap I:
S

2 1 2
= (SBT/2) + [(S BT/2)2 + (S ) 1 /

(3)

LB/IN2
SBT = SB + S = 14,616
2
= 2400 LB/IN
3(2400)/2(.25+.25)3
=
3(H)/2(A)
Ss=

(9)

S1= 7308 + 7692
S
S2

=

15,000 LB/IN 2 (TENSION)
(SB/2) - [(SB/2)2 + (SS)2]1/2

S = 384 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)

FACTOR OF SAFETY (WELD I) = 40,000 (.85)
15,000
F.S. = 2.27
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(4)

b)

Strap II
The weld across the bottom of Strap II is not being considered.

1)

Bending Stress in Strap II - Weld
2]
SB = [4.24(M+Pt)/h(L)

P
t
h
L

=
=
=
=

(10)

3390 LB
0.625 IN
0.250 IN
3.0 IN

SB = 4.24[5300+3390(.625)]/.25(3)2
SB = 2,825 LB/IN

2

FIGURE 7

2)

Shear Stress in Strap II - Weld

(11)

Ss = P/2hl
Ss = 3390/2(.250)(3.0)
2
Ss = 2260 LB/IN
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3)

Max. and Min. Principal Stresses in Strap II - Weld
2 1 2
S = (SB/2) + [(SB/2) 2 + (SS) 2 /

(REF.

2)

(3)

(REF.

2)

(4)

S = 6990 + 7346
S = 14,336 LB/IN2 (TENSION)
S2 = (SB/2) - [SB/2)2 + (Ss)2 1/2
S2 = 359 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)

Factor of Safety (Weld II) = 402000(.85)
149336

F.S. = 2.37

4)

CONCLUSION:
The lifting ears are designed with a minimum factor of safety of
1.00 for a concentrated load when three time the cask weight is
applied to them. Therefore, the lifting devices are adequate.

A.

Lifting Devices
2.71.31 (c)(2) if there is a system of lifting devices which is a
structural part only of the lid, the system shall be capable of
supporting three times the weight of the lid and any attachments
without generating stress in any material of the lid in excess of its
yield strength.
The above requirement has already been fulfilled in Section II A 1
since the lid lifting devices and the package lifting device are the
same devices.
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B.

TIE-DOWN DEVICES

1.

71.31(d)(1) If there is a system of tie-down devices which is a
structural part of the package, the system shall be capable of
withstanding, without generating stress in any material of the
package in excess of its yield strength, a static force applied to
the center of gravity of the package having a vertical component of
two times the weight of the package with its contents, a horizontal
component along the direction which the vehicle travels of 10 times
the weight of the package with its contents, and a horizontal
component in the transverse direction of 5 times the weight of the
package with its contents.

a.

Description and Assumptions
The following assumptions are made for the analysis: (Refer to Figure
8)
1.

The lOg longitudinal load is supported by tie-down lines 3 & 4.

2.

The 5g transverse load is supported only by lines I & 4 since
the lines 2 & 3 will not support compression.
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FIGURE 8

3.

The 2g vertical load will be suppored by Lines 1 & 4.

4.

Each Tie-down Device shall be capable of supporting the
following loads:
5g = Longitudinal Direction
5g = Tranverse Direction
C-17
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FIGURE 9
The Resultant Force on the Tie-down Device was broken down into is
component parts and then the weld stresses were found. The loads are
considered to act through the center of the drilled hole. (Figure 9)
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1)

TIE-DOWN DEVICE

a)

Bending Stress Due to the Longitudinal Force
Considering the cask as a rigid body.
the Tie-down Device is:

The longitudinal load reaction on

x

"PI

/

Sz= [P/h(l)(T + h)][(2L ) + (T + h) 2/2)1/2
=

+ (1.5 + .5)2/211/2
[22,600/.5(5)(1.5 + .5)J[(2)(1.5)2
2

= 11,524 LB/IN

b)

(REF.

Shear Stress Due to the Longitudinal Force
Szx = P/2(h)l
= 22,600/2(.5)5
= 4,520

LB/IN 2
C-20

4)

c)

Tensile Stress Due to Transverse Force
Sz

4"

= P/2(h)l
= 22,600/2(.5)5
2

= 4.520LB/IN

I/
d)

Bending Stress Due to Vertical Force
Sz

= 4.24 (Pv )L/h1

2

(REF.

1 ,r

Pv = 4520
L = 1.5 IN
h = 0.5 IN
1 =5IN

Sz

=

4.24 (4520)1.5/(0.5)(5)2
2

= 2,300 LB/IN

e)

Shear Stress Due to Vertical Force
Szy = Pv/2(h)l
= 4520/2(0.5)5
=

904 LB/IN

4)

2
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For the Z-X Plane the combined stresses are:

Suh

Sjt 4

2
Sz= 11,524 + 4,520 + 2,300 = 18,344 LB/IN
2
SZX =SXZ = 4,520 LB/IN

And, for the Z-Y Plane:

szi

5

it

Sz = 18,344 LB/IN2
Szy = Syz = 904 LB/IN2
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The weld area is loaded with a normal stress, S z, and shearing
stresses, Szx and Szy, at right angle to each other.
The principal stresses are given by:
(Sl)Z-X = (Sz/2)[(Sz/2)

2

+ (Szx)2]1/2

= 9,172 + 10,225
(S 1)zx = 19,397 LB/IN2 (TENSION)
(S2)ZX = 1,053 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)

AND

(S1)z-y = 9,172 + 9,216
(S1)z-y= 18,388 LB/IN2 (TENSION)
(S2)z-y = 44 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)
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66)

4/d)

FIGURE 15

2)

Strap Weld Strength
All of the energy in the Tie-down Device is considered to be
transferred directly to the strap (not actual case). Thus the strap
assumes a block shape to facilitate the analysis (Fig. 15b). Also
the weld across the bottom of the strap is not being considered.
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a)

Bending Stress Due to Longitudinal Force
2
2
Sz = [P/hl(T+h)][(2L ) + (T+H) /2]

T

=

1

/2

(REF.

4)

(REF.

4)

3 IN

P = 5 x 4520 = 22,600 LB
L = 2.125 IN
I=3
h .5 IN
+ (3+.5)2,/2]1/2
Sz= [22,600/(.5)3(3+5)][2(2.125)2
2
S = 16,760 LB/IN

b)

Shear Stress Due to the Longitudinal Force
Szx = P/2hl

=

22,600/2(.5)3

SZX = 7,533

LB/IN 2
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c)

Tensile Stress Due to Transverse Force

Sz = P/2hl
= 22,600/2(.5)3
2
Sz = 7,533 LB/IN

d)

Bending Stress Due to Vertical Force

Sz= 4.24 PvL/hl 2
Pv = 4520 LB
Sz= 4.24(4520)2.125/.5(3)2
2
Sz= 9,050 LB/IN

e)

Shear Stress Due to Vertical Force

Szy = Pv/2hl
= 4520/2(.5)3
2
Szy = 1,507 LB/IN
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(REF.

4)

For the Z - X plane the combined stresses are:

X

2
S = 16,700 + 7,533 + 9050 = 33p343 LB/IN

SZ

= SXZ = 7t533 LB/IN2

And, for the Z-Y plane:

fy
S' 1l
St

S

S

2
= 33,343 LB/IN

=S

=

1507 LB/IN2
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The weld area in the strap is loaded with a normal stress, S2 . and
shearing stresses, SZX and SZy, at right angle to each other.
The principal stresses are given by:
(Sl~z

=

(Sz/2)[(Sz/2)2 + S2x]ll2
=

=

16,671 + 18,294

34,965 LB/IN2 (TENSION)

(S )zx = 1,623 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)

And

(S1Ozy = 16,671 + 16,739
= 33,410 LB/IN 2 (TENSION)
S2zy=

68 LB/IN2 (COMPRESSION)
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III STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR LARGE QUANTITY PACKAGING
A.

LOAD RESISTANCE
1. 71.32(a)

Regarded as a simple beam supported at Its ends along
any major axis, packaging shall be capable of
withstanding a static load, normal to and uniformly
distributed along Its length, equal to five (5) times
its fully loaded weight, without generating stress in
any material of the packaging In excess of Its yield
strength.

14(
1'

FrI /rF
vI

L-6/F T)
,

I

CA5e' / / J ACIVE T

I,

FIGURE 19
CASK & JACKET AS A SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM
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a.

Description and Assumptions
1)

Cask and Jacket
A very conservative approach will be used, neglecting any interior
supports and considering the entire package as an open-ended cylinder
loaded as shown in Figure 19.
The total weight of the cask and jacket = 4,520 LB.
Therefore, over a 3 ft. length
W = 5 x 4,520 LB/3 FT.
W = 7,533 LB/FT

a)

Bending Stress on Jacket for Uniform Loading:
Mmax = + WI/8

(REF.

Where W = wl = 7,533 LB/FT(3 FT)
W = 22,600 LB
Mmax = (226000 LB) (3 FT)/8
Mmax = 8,475 FT-LB = 101,700 IN-LB
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5)

The stress due to bending is:
SB= Mc/I
c/I = 32 d
(d 4 -d4)
Where

d = 25.25 IN
d = 24.75 IN
c/I = 32 (25.25)
3.14 (31,253)
3

c/I = 0.008/IN

3)
SB = (101,700 IN-LB) (0.008/IN
2
SB = 814 LB/IN

2)

CONCLUSION
If the actual closed end effects were considered, the resultant
2
stresses would be less than 801 LB/IN . Since this stress is well
below the yield strength of the ASTM C1141 Steel, no further analysis
is required.
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III STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR LARGE QUANTITY PACKAGING
B.

EXTERNAL PRESSURE

1.

71.32(b) Packaging shall be adequate to assure that the containment
vessel will suffer no loss contents if subjected to an external
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch guage.

a.

Cask - A Cylinder
1)

The maximum allowable working pressure for a clyindrical shell
is:
Pa=

B
D0t

(REF.

6)

(REF.

7)

where,
Do = 20.25 IN
t = 0.25 IN

D0t

=

81

B = P(D /t)
B = 14,000
therefore,
Pa = 14,000

= 173 PSI

81.0
Pa = 173 PSI
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This analysis is made disregarding any advantage due to inner shell
supports or the lead backup. The analysis is obviously conservative
using A.S.M.E. value rated at 300OF.
b)

Gasket Seating Pressure
The apparent loading on the cask gasket is found by:
=

(REF.

NAPP
KT

8)

where N = Number of Bolts = 7
T = Torque Setting (Normal Torque for 50 LB Force)
D = Nominal Bolt DIA. = 1.125 IN
A = Effective Gasket Area
= .785 (19.8752 - 152) - .785 (1.125)2(7)
2
= 126.5 IN
PAPP =

7(50 FT-LB) (12 IN/FT)
0.2(1.125 IN)(126.5 IN2 )

PAPP = 147.6 PSI
Figure 3, Reference 8 indicates that the actual gasket load is
approximately zero. It should be noted that the above analysis
was performed on the cask and not on the protective jacket since
the cask is the containment vessel. Also, a 25 PSIG external
pressure will not damage the protective Jacket.
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The Gasket material is rubber, which has below 50RO0 Shore
Durometr.(Ref. 9) This indicates essentially zero minimum
design seating stress.
Since the bolt circle and the mean diameter of the gasket are
the same dimension, there is no moment produced on the gasket.
The stresses on the gasket under normal torquing of the bolts is
between 0 and 147.6 PSI. The minimum design seating stress for
rubber is essentially zero.
2)

CONCLUSION
By inspection, the weight of the cask lid alone would be sufficient
to maintain a seal. The 25 PSIG external pressure would tend to add
to the gasket seating. Normal torquing of the bolts will assure that
the 25 PSIG external pressure will not constitute a threat to the
integrity of the cask.
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IV PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR NORMAL CONDITIONS OF TRANSPORT FOR A SINGLE
PACKAGING
A.

COMPRESSION
1.71 (APPENDIX A-9) For packages not exceeding 10,000 pounds in
weight, a compressive load equal to either 5 times the
weight of the package or 2 pounds per square inch
multiplied by the maximum horizontal cross section of the
package, whichever is greater. The load shall be applied
during a period of 24 hours uniformly against the top and
bottom of the package in the position in which the package
would normally be transported.

Iw
¼I

•OTr(.r1 \Jg

-3AB

J I1 •

/k" VW ALLA

A- /

/

/

FIGURE 20
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a.

Deformation of Projective Jacket
1)

The slenderness ratio for the Protective Jacket is:
L = 36
1.25

K
where

2)

= 28.8

L = Length of Protective Jacket
K = Radius of Gyration

Compressive stress on Jacket

(1)

Sc = P/A
P = 5w = 5(4520 LBS)
P = 22,250 LBS

A

=

(d2- d2)

= 0.785 (25.25

A = 19.6 IN

-

24.75)

2

Sc = 22,600 / 19.6
Sc =

2
1,151 LB/IN

This stress value is neligible.
3)

Length Reduction
The total reduction in length of the Jacket Cylinder is:
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SSU/E

(REF.

10)

(16)

2
where S = 1,151 LB/IN
L = 36 IN.
2
6
E = 30 X 10 LB/IN

(1.151 X 36)/30 X 106
= 1.380 X 10-3
= 0.0014 IN

6=

4)

CONCLUSION
The above amount of deformation under the required compressive
load for a period of 24 hours would not constitute any stress
hazard for the Cask and Protective Jacket.
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A.

LIFTING DEVICES
2. 71.31(c) (2)

If there is a system of lifting devices which is a
structural part only of the lid, the system shall be
capable of supporting three times the weight of the
lid and any attachments without generating stress in
any material of the lid in excess of its yield
strength.

a.

Description of Lifting Device
The cask lid is made of carbon steel and lead.

The steel to be

used is described in Section A, page 1.

Max ST = 1.5 P/A
Max SB = 2.3 P/A

FIGURE 8
CASK LID
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It is assumed that the stress distribution in the lid lifting
loop conforms to the stresses in a stud chain link.(REF. 4)
The weight of the cask lid was previously calculated and weighs
approximately 320 pounds. To be conservative, a weight of 350
pounds will be used in the calculations.
1)

Lifting Loop
a)

Maximum Tensile Stress in Loop
ST(MAX) = 2 P/A

(REF.

11)

where ST = Maximum Tensile Stress (LB/IN 2 )
P = Three times the total weight of the
Lid & Loop (3 x 350) = 1050 LBS.
A = Cross Sectional area of
2
Loop ='?D 2 /4 = .785 (1.25)2 = 1.225 IN
ST(MAX) = 2 (1050)/1.225
2
ST(MAX) = 1714 LBS/IN
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(12)

b)

Maximum Compressive Stress in LooP
SC(MAX) = 4.2 P/A

(REF.

11)

(REF.

5)

(13)

where SC(MAX) = MAX. COMPRESSIVE
2
Stress (LB/IN )
SC(MAX) = 4.2 (1050)/1.225
2
SC(MAX) = 3600 LB/IN

c)

Shear Stress in Loop Welds
m

II

P
Ss =P /1.414 hl
where Ss

=

(14)

2
Shear Stress in Weld (LB/IN )

P = P/2 (LB)
h

= Size of Weld (IN)

1

= length of Weld (IN)
TrD = 3.1416(1.25) = 3.93 IN

Ss =

525/1.414(.25)(3.93)

S = 378 LB/IN

2)

2

CONCLUSION
The above computed values for the stresses in the Lifting Loop and
Welds are sufficiently low relative to the yield strengths of the
materials used to demonstrate more than adequate strength in the
Lifting Loop and Loop Welds.
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3)

BEARING STRESS ON THE TIE-DOWN DEVICE

a)

Bearing Stress Due to Longitudinal Force
Tie-down Device hold Dia. DT = 1.50 IN
Shackle Pin Dia. Ds = 1.44 IN
Shackle Contact Dia. Dsc = 2.00 IN
Beari Eng Area, Ab

Ab = (T/4)(do-di)
-

(0.785)(2.02_1.52)

2
Ab = 1.375 IN

Beari 'ng Stress, Sb
Sb = P/Ab
P = 5 X 4000 - 20,000 LB
Sb = 20,000
1.375
2
Sb = 14,520 LB/IN
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b)

Bearing Stress Due to Combined Vertical and Transverse Force
Although the bearing force due to a combined vertical and tranverse
force is theoretically one of line contact and it is not uniform over
any contact area, it shall be assumed that a contact area between the
shackle and Tie-down Device exists. When the Tie-down Device is
subjected to the combined vertical and transverse force, it will
yield locally until it can accommodate the force and the resulting
stress becomes less than or equal to the yield strength of the
tie-down material.

TIE-DOWN DEVICE

SHACKLE PIN

SHACKLE

FIGURE 18
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c)

Required Bearing Area
2

Sy(Tie-Down) = 50,000 LB/IN
P = 21,530 LB (Combine transverse and vertical
force)

Ab= p
Sy

Ab

21,530
50,000

2
Ab = 0.430 IN

The thickness of the Tie-down Device is, t,
The circumferential length, 1, is
(1)(t) = Ab

1 = Ab/t
I = 0.430
1.5

1 = 0.287 IN
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1.5 IN
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-1-

SGE-VNC proposes to use cement grout to immobilize and contain solid radioactive
waste in a metal inner container. This inner container will be loaded in a GE
Model 1600 transport package for shipment to a commercial waste burial ground.
The grout converts the solid but loose waste material into a monolithic
cylinder

which,"when loaded in the Model 1600 package, will be resistant to damage fran

normal and postulated accident conditions of transport. 7his report describes
the methods, materials and procedures developed and tested by G.E. to immobilize
and contain radioactive waste by-products generated during routine operation of
the high-level hot cell facilities at the Vallecitos Nuclear Center. The report
further delineates the basis for concluding that the Model 1600 package with
contents as described in tnis submdttal complies with federal regulations
pertaining to the shipment of radioactive material.

*

In order to demonstrate acceptable containment of radioactive materials under
hypothetical accident conditions it was necessary to: (1) detemine a reasonable
maximum cask loading; (2) determine any possible driving forces tnat would cause
dispersal of material fram the several containments provided by the package

assembly ; and (3) determine the fraction of material that could reasonably be
dispersed fram the package. As a result of our evaluation, it was determined
that under accident conditions no more than 0.018 curies of mixed fission
products (MFP) or 0.01 curies of Co-60 would be released from the Model 1600.

These numbers compare very favorably with the A2 limits of the proposed NYC
regulations (0.4 Ci for MFP and 7.0 Ci for Co-60).

These results are both reasonable and conservative, and they demonstrate the
effectiveness of the grout in providing containment for the cask contents under
the hypothetical accident conditions.

A detailed discussion of the elements of

this waste imnobilization method is given in the following paragraphs.
DPRoIN OF HTS

.-

MATEIALS

The hot cells are used for a wide variety of functions normally involving
radioactive materials. Most of the cell work involves the remote examination
arn/or processing of these radioactive materials. These materials are
frequently dissected into smaller pieces or cheincally processed. As a result
of these operations, the cell interiors beomue contaminated with loose

-2particulates. Because of this, all items that are entered into the cells became
contaminated. The greatest bulk of cell waste is made up of non-irradiated
materials which have became contaminated while inside the cells. Many years of

operating experience indicate that it is economically and physically Impractical
to attempt to remove this type of contamination. As a result, essentially all
materials entering the hot cells eventually must be removed as radioactive
waste.
The radioactive waste resulting from operation of the GE-VNC hot cells is quite

S(
'

diverse in nature as are the operations conducted in the cells. Same of the
waste materials are a product of the contamination control process such as
absolute filters, manipulator boots, absorbent wipes, but cost materials result
from specific in-cell operations. the waste volume is about equally divided
between non-combustible materials: metal, glass, abrasives, solidified aqueous
media, etc., and combustible materials: wood, plastic, adhesive, rubber, dry
paint, resins, solidified organic absorbent, paper and other fibrous materials.
any of these materials are packaged in-cell into containers for ease of
handling. One gallon tin cans are used to hold tubing, wire, floor sweepings,
absorbent solidification, melted plastic, and other miscellaneous small items.
These and other bulky items are then loaded into a sheet metal bucket or slip

liner which is sized to slip-fit into a 55-gallon drun or similar metal inner
container.
ESMATE OF MAXIMUM PACKAGE

CPEMS

Radiation measurements of the unshielded waste drum are routinely taken by GE
operating personnel as a guide for assuring themselves that the copleted 1600
package will be below the regulatory limits for radiation after tne packaging
operation is complete.

Dose rates are also measured at the side of the cask as

it is removed from the hot cell after loading, and this value is used to
estimate a Curie content for the shipping papers.

'•

In order to provide the curie content estimates it was necessary to develop
oonversion factors to translate the cask surface dose-rate readings into
estimated curie values for contents. Using computerized shielding codes,
factors of 14.7 Curies/mR/hr and 510 Curies/mFVhr were generated for Co-60 and
MFP, respectively.

The application of these factors is highly conservative as

-3the highest, rather than the average, surface dose rate is used. For the
purposes of the calculations contained in tnis docuent the MFP
and Co-60 were

assumed to be uniformly distributed in the grout and an energy level
covering
Sdecay periods of six months to two years was assumed for the MFP.
2he calculated factors are themselves conservative. Actual measurements
were
taken on a 1600 cask containing a 77 Curie source centrally located
in the cask
cavity and producing a surface dose-rate of 140 mR/hr. Mhis yields a
factor
of 0.55 Ci/mPhr. The cooputer calculations produced a factor of 1.107
Ci/mTVhr
for a point source, a factor of 2 higher than the measured result.

-

:(the

7he contents of the waste containers will vary from hot cell to hot
cell. One
of the cells is used for both cobalt source fabrication and nuclear fuel
and
reactor component examination. Radiation levels due to the higher cobalt
gamma
energy cause waste loads from this cell to indicate considerably higher
radiation levels than waste from the other cells which have no added
cobalt
contamination. Cobalt is, however, a major ifpurity or alloying constituent
in
irradiated reactor hardware in the waste from all cells. 'he historic
maximum radiation levels of waste packages in the VNC hot cells are as
follows:
Peak Unshielded
Rate

'FP + Reactor Hardware + Cobalt
MFP + Reactor Hardware

Surface Dose Rate
on 1600 Cask

1,000 P/hr

200 ml/hr

400 J/hr

20 mR/hr

Again, these radiation levels represent peak readings taken around
the surface
of the waste drum (unshielded) or the surface of the cask.
CO~nidering the contents of the two categories of waste, a reasonable
breakdown
of the amount of the dose rate contributed by each type of waste
is as follows:

-4-

Contenta

1nshielded Waste Drum

ME? + Reactor Hardware +
OD-60 Waste

200

ihr - MFP
200 A/hr-Co in Hardware
600 R/hr - Co Waste
1000 P/hr

MET + Hardware

10 mP/hr
10 mR/hr
200 mR/hr

200 F~hr-MH
200

1600 Cask pose-Rate

10 mPhr

R/hr-Co in hardware

400

20 m•R/r

Using our calculated conversion factors based on dose rates at the surface of
the cask, the following quantities are estimated:

For MFP + Hardware + Co Waste
10 */'hr (MEF) x 510 Ci/hR
10 mP/hr (Hardware) x 14.7 Ci/mR
180 zVhr (Co) x 14.7 Ci/zR

COE6z-maripn
5100
147
5100

2793

For MET + Hardware

10 IA/hr (MEV) x 510 Cl/mR
10 mR/hr (Hardware) x 14.7 Cl/mR

5100

5100

1-7

147

On this basis, the maxim=n contents of the M~odel 1600
would be 5100 Ci of MFP
and 2800 Ci of Co-60.

It is reasonable to assume that the conservative factor of two noted between te

measured versus the calculated conversion factors for the CD-60
source applies
to these estimated quantities. However, as this factor has
not been
demonstrated for other than the point source case, no attempt
is made to apply
it.

-5As a check on GE-VNC methods, dose rate to curie conversion factors were also
calculated using a method described by Bowman and Swindle 1 for unshielded waste

containers.
Using the methods proposed by Bowman and Swindle for a cylindrical
waste package (unshielded).
h = 130 an (51l) height
r = 28.7 an (11.30) radius
d = 57.4 an diameter
o
1 g1
Wcc (7he density is probably less than water for imgrouted
waste but no actual measurements have been made;
I gnVcc is felt to be conservative in this case.)
7he following formula is proposed by Bowman:
Q
Kaec R
where:
QinCUries
Kd = Geometry factor @1 gm/cc density
Ec =Eergy correction factor
R = Surface dose rate in J/hr
From Figure 8 (Bowman) with d = 57 an, h = 130 an,

o=GI gVcc;

Kd= 20.

For cobalt, the average energy is commonly taken as 1.25 MeV; MFP average
energy for I yr decay is estimated as 0.6 MeV.
Bowman's calculations are based on an energy level of 0.5 MeV. Table I of his
paper offers correction factors for other energy levels. By use of sinple
interpolation of the values from Table I, energy correction factors (Ec) of 1.28
and 0.299 were obtained for MFP and Co-60, respectively.
Based on cylindrical homogeneous unshielded packaging the Bowman and Swindle
method results are as follows:

I'Determination of the Curie Content of Packaged Radioactive
Waste Using

Measured Dose Rates', W. B. Bowman and D. L. Swindle, Health Phyics., Vol. 31,

Nov., 1976, pp. 445-450.
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Cobalt
For Waste with HFP
+ Hardware,

20 x 1.28 x 200 R/hr
=5120 Ci MFP

Q

20 x 0.299 x 200 A/hr
= 1196 Ci Cobalt in Hard
ware

For waste with MFP
+ Hardware + Co

0 = 5120 Ci MFP

0Q= 20 x 0.299 x 600 P/hr
Q = 3588 Ci Cobalt
Ci Cobalt in Hard
0
= 4784 Ci cobalt

ware

7he two methods show reasonable agreement for the most part and the non-uniform
dispersion of the cobalt and the use of peak radiation readings rather than
average values are probably the primary causes of the higher value for the
Bowman and Swindle method's cobalt estimate.

PRPOE PACKAGIM• METRODS

K_'

Since all of the materials in a waste shipnent have high levels of smearable
surface contamination, a method of assuring containment and immobilization
during transport adds to the overall package integrity. 7he method described in
this application utilizes cement grout to accomplish this result.

Figure 1.

Blip Liners and Extended DOT Metal Inner Container

-7-

2he slip liners are fabricated from perforated sheet metal to allow a cement
grout mix to be pumped in to thoroughly permeate and penetrate all open spaces
around the waste. Figure 1 shows a pair of the perforated slip liners in front
of an extended DOT 17H Drum inner container. M-ke six vertical tubes on the
outside effectively center the liners in the inner container, and the grout
forms a solid, impervious layer between the slip liner and the inner container.
Figure 2 shows a simulated typical load of hot cell waste spread out in front of
the slip liners and inner container, and Figure 3, the two slip liners loaded
and ready to be installed in tne inner container for grouting. The inner
container is outfitted with appropriate sealing and lifting devices to allow
handling at VNC and the waste disposal facility with typical remote material
handling equipment.

Noe

Figure 2.

A Simulated Waste Load
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Figure 3.

Loaded Slip Liners

The formulation of cement grout for waste immobilization was selected after a

F

thorough review of literature2 published on this subject. Cement grout is
commonly used in the nuclear industry as a solidification media for aqueous
waste but no meaningful details of other application for solid material
imbedment were found. Information extracted from this literature was used to
prepare six proposed grout formulations which were then tested to determine
optimum conformance with performance requirements.
The following parameters were used as a guide in establishing optimum
formulation for the grout mix.
1.
2.

High penetrability - to result in a monolithic encapsulization of the waste.
Resistance to a 400oF ambient temperature as soon as possible after initial
setting. (7his is the calculated maximum cavity temperature of the Model
1600 package during accident conditions with a 100 watt internal heat

load.)
S2JO G. Moore, H. W. Godbee, A. H. Kibbey, "Leach Behavior of Eydrofracture Grout
Incorporating Radioactive Wastes", Nuclear Technology, Vol. 32, American
Nuclear Society, Jan. 1977.
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3.

Lack of bleeding or water standing on top of the grout after initial

setting.
4.
5.

Bigh early strength.
Readily puimable with standard cminercial equipment.

7he six formulations included three based on portland cement (Type II) and three
based on calcium aluininate oement. This calcium aluminate cemnent is comnonly
used for applications requiring very high early strengths and/or refractory
applications up to 2550&F.
Strength tests were rum on these batches as follows:
Qrssive Strengths ASI1 CJ109 procedures were used as applicable with
2"x2"x2" test cubes.
Splitting Tensile Strengths ASTf4 C496 procedures were followed with 30 dia. x
60 long test cylinders.
I k/

!Thermnal Resistance The 20 cubes were cured 24 hours and then subjected to a
thermal exposure test by heating to 400°F (20 min) and holding this temperature
for 30 minutes. Mhe oven was then turned off and allowed to reach ambient
temperature. The cubes were tnen removed and tested in compression.
(ROUT TEST RESULTS

7he three portland and three calcium aluminate formulations are compared
generically as material vs. material, without reference to exact formulations.
As expected, the three calcium aluminate batches showed very high early strength
compared to the portland cement formulations. Conpressive testing indicated
portland formulations only 40% as strong as calcium aluminate in 24 hours and
60% in 48 hours. Splitting tests again indicated portland formulations lagging
(60%) at 24 hours but about equal at 48 hours. The thermal exposure test
resulted in a considerable loss of compressive strength by the calcium aluminate
sample (38%) and a small increase by the portland sample (6%).
Mhe portland
cement sample was, however, only 75% as strong as the calcium alumLinate after
this exposure.
Ilk.

Despite the reduction and increase of these materials' strength

values, the calcium aluminate sample was 25%stronger than the portland sample.

-10GROUT TEST 032IUMSI

s-'

Both types of cement grout demonstrated adequate strength (greater than
3000 psi) at 24 hours even after exposure to a thermal environment of 400°F.
(Calculations for the Model 1600.package indicate this temperature is not

exceeded in the cask cavity during postulated accident conditions.) Grout
formulations using either type of cement will retain adequate strength to assure
that the irmobilization medium is not degraded by normal or accident thermal
environments during transport. It was decided to use the calcium aluminate
cement for the test, not only for its strength, but also to provide experience
with this type of cement. 7his test experience will facilitate the conversion
of the test data to the actual operation.
SIMULATED PACKAGING TEST

7he proposed internal waste package was assembled using non-radioactive
materials to simulate typical waste contents. A stand was used to simulate the
suport available during in-cell loading.
A grout formulation using calcium aluminate cement the same as that previously
tested for strength was prepared and pumped into the drum. 7he grout was pumped
through a metal tube into the annular space between the slip liners and the drum
with release near the bottom of the drum. A vibrator shown in Figure 4 was used
during the entire filling operation to insure maximum grout penetration.
Figure 4.
The Extended Drum with
Strap-on Drum Support
and Vibrator in the Test
-

-.

,

Fixture.
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Figure 5.

A top view of the test drum full of waste with the grout entering
through the tube entering the annulus at the top of the picture.

Figure 6.

Filled inner container
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x_

The drum head was then installed and the assembly was left in the stand to set
up. One of the primary aspects of this test was to identify the practicality of
the grout pumping process. Some problems were experienced at the beginning of
the mixing and ptmping operation. To further expedite the flow capability of
the grout mix, it is planned to substitute up to 15% of the cement with pozzolan
(fly ash). This is a common cnentitious additive used to increase the fluidity
of the mix. It will also enhance the ability of the mix to permeate into
cavities in the waste without reducing the final strength of the mix.
RESLTS O' SIMULATED PACKAGING TEST

Following the grout filling operation, the simulated waste package was closed
and allowed to stand overnight. The next day it was delivered to a concrete
sawing contractor. The package was cut in half fran two directions, yielding
four sections.

30

Figure 7.

The first cut of the drum
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Figure 8. A closeup view of the interior
following the first cut

The grout demonstrated a high level of penetration to surround and enter most
open containers in the package. Figure 9 shows the complete penetration of the

grout throughout the waste and the layer between the slip liner (shiny dotted
edge) and the drum. The cut surface indicated no evidence of cracking or
The outside surface of the grout as seen in Figure 9, did show some
Sseparation.
minor hairline cracks as expected. Figure 11 shows a complete cross-section of
the bottom half of the drum, with glass, plastic, cans, tubes, etc. solidly
embedded in the grout matrix.

-13-

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Closeup of Sectional Cut 'Through Drum

The Exterior of the Grout with the 17H Drum Shell Removed.
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Figure 11.

A Section of the Bottom Half of the Drum

-15"PACKAGCT
HONFAND FACTORS AM MM Cmms DisPERSABTLTTY
As stated in the estimate of maximum package contents, a major constituent of
the waste is irradiated metal hardware'. These are primarily reactor Structural

cbmponents in stainless steel alloys.

It is therefore not credible that the

internal activation products (largely Co-60) are available for dispersion.

Only

the suifaoe contaminants would be dispersible.
In line with good operating practice, GE places all sweepings, loose powder,
absorbent materials, solidified solutions, and other swall loose debris in
primary containment such as gallon cans with friction closures. These cans are
normally compacted for volumetric efficiency. While this practice does not
provide 100% containment, a majority of the activity would be confined to the

package under accident conditions. The application of cement grout further
enhances this method because the grout tends to penetrate into the Smallest
openings and plug potential leaks.
-

The cobalt occurring in waste f rn the source fabrication cell contains both
"freepellets and sealed sources. The sources are normally in special form
containment. Because of their small size, the cobalt pellets are oczuonly mixed
with the sweepings and other small particulate debris and placed in cans before
loading into the waste drum.
General Electric estimates that 80% of the total package activity is in a form
or containment which preclude loss under accident conditions. The dispersible
fraction, 20%, is defined as FI. GE feels that this factor is conservative

under any credible accident condition.
a"

TEST O GRIOT CYLTIER

A cylinder of cement grout (3 inches in diameter by 6 inches in length) was

prepared for testing by encapsulating the cylinder in a close fitting stainless
tube. The ends of the tube were closed and tack welded to confine the
contents. The cylinder was dropped 30 feet down a guide tube to keep it axially
aligned. Impact occurred on a 250 lb. block of steel at the bottom of the

tube.

-16"The cylinder was carefully opened and the contents weighed to determine the
amount of grout which crumbled and broke due to iiipct:
Wt. of total cement cylinder
Wt. of broken debris
% loose

1500 g1
26 gm
1.75%

The corner of the cylinder was slightly broken resulting in loose material. A
fracture across the diameter occurred near the damaged area but no material was
lost in this area. This test demonstrates that only a minor fraction of the
grout is likely to fail in such a way as to allow the material to be dispersed.

This fraction is defined as F2 .
This drop test was very conservative.

No energy absorption was used to protect

the grout from maxiimu dynamic loads. [he actual grouted package has several
energy absorbing systems which would reduce the loads on the grouted waste:
1.
2.
3.

Metal overpack deformation
Local cask deformation
Drum deformation

Additionally, the rolling hoops in the barrel tend to lock the grouted cylinder

in place in the drum minimizing secondary Impact loads, and spreading the load
over a larger area.
Based on these facts, GE feels that the 1.75%broken fraction (F2 ) is
conservative enough to be used without change.
Further examination of the broken material indicates that only 6.5 grams or 25%

of this potentially free material was less than 1/80 in any dimension. This
indicated that a very small amount of the broken material is of a size which
could realistically be transported by the air coolant as it leaves the package.

This fraction is defined as F3 .
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In order to acoount for possible contanination on the surfaces' fractures or
cracks in the grout matrix, it was assumed that the same amonmt of material was
available for dispersion in other cracks or fractures as in the dispersible-size
pieces of broken grout.
I

PrSTUuLm M~1D !AXMUM
•OSS FS=
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The damage to the Model 1600 package from the 30 foot free fall accident

Scondition

TE D=£1A AN) CASE

can be estimated based on the testing of the Model 100 package.

General Electric is pursuing analytical methods which will indicate the stresses
and strains on the package under accident conditions, but at this time no
analytical information is available which would clearly show damage to the cask
seal area or resulting leak rates.

Preliminary studies based on a one dimensional lumped mass analysis (IMPAC2) and
a structural analysis of the cask lid indicate that the cask lid bolts will not
fail by either shear or tension if subjected to the 30 foot impact condition.
This analysis was accmplished on analytical models without the metal overpack
and the results are therefore quite conservative.
General Electric concludes that the package may be deformed but the overpack
assembly and the cask and lid assembly are expected to remain attached and in
the same relative positions.
The drum containing the grouted waste is expected to deform as a result of the
forces of the postulated impact and no claim is made on the integrity of the

drum seal. Like the cask and lid, however, the drum and lid can be expected to
deform but remain attached.
GE does not feel that a leak rate analysis of the package with accidental damage
is appropriate in this circumstance. In lieu of the leak rate analysis, the

(

druzi and cask should be assigned maximum credible release factors which are
based on Judicious application of source terms and logical assessment of the
four liter air loss resulting from thermal expansion of the air In the drum as a
result of the accident thermal conditions.

-18Accordingly, a loss of 2% of this fine material from the damaged drum is
conservative considering the small driving force of the air coolant. This
fraction is defined as F4 . It is expected that the cask will also retain
a substantial portion of the radioactive material released f rn the drum. We
postulate that 90% of this material will be retained in the cask. Ihe 10t not
retained is defined as F5 .
03DOTINS
FOR CTAMI•MON RELEASE UNDER AOCIDhF
D1 I W. FE
The Model 1600 package beat transfer analysis indicates that the maximu=
temperature resulting fram accident conditions will be less than 3890 F for the

cask cavity and its contents for themal loads up to 100 watts. Shis
temperature is not expected to produce significant change in the strength of the
grout matrix. Concretes and grouts are commonly used above this temperature
with no breakage, cracking or other degradation.

'- (K

This temperature rise would, however, cause an increase in the drwm and cask
cavity pressure due to thermal expansion. Based on a 100 watt thermal load the
pressure change, based on perfect gas laws, is as follows:

a Temperature at Loaded Conditions, 70°F (5300 R)
P, = Pressure at Loaded Conditions, I atmosphere
a Temperature at Accident Conditions, 389°F (849 0 R)
a Pressure at Accident Conditions
constant volume,

1,
Pa r-14.7 x W

P1
23.5 psi& (8.8 psig)

-19Assuming the air coolant is released and expands to one abnosptere at
constant temperature:

PaVa

PeVe

where Va = Free volume inside drum (22.6 in. dia., I in. high)
Ve - Expnded volume
Pe = External Pressure, 1 atnosphere
Va

4

I

Ve mVa! PA

Pe

3
xIa401 in

401

1

41

1 4. 7

, 6410

3

=4i

Therefore the dhange in volume is

V a 641 - 401 = 240 in3 or 3.93 x
A total of approximately 4 liters of air would be released fron the drwm under
the thermal accident conditions. Following this release, no significant air
movement of the package would occur, and therefore no release for the period
after the fire transient is expected.
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APPLTCALTION OF (CERMIPMEN FACTORS
A.

Maximum package

c•ntents, Cf andc

Cf - 5100 Ci ofM•and,
Cc - 2800 Ci of CO-60

B.Dis~persion Factors

Available Remaining Activity

Fraction
1. Fraction of iaximin
cask contents in "loose"
form (prior to grouting)
F1 ._
2. Fraction of grout ex
pected to crumble or
break in the postulated
30 foot drop (loose

F1 = 0.2

(F1 ) (Cf) w 1020

F1 ) (Cc) = 560

(F2 ) (1020)=17.9

F2 (560) = 9.8

(F3 ) (17".9)=4.5

(F3 ) (9.8)=2.5

-

=2
- 0.0175

material produced by
impact forces) - F2
3. Fraction of grout real
istically expected to

F3 = 0.25

be of dispersible size-F3
4. Additional material in

fractures or cracks in

4.5 Ct M
2.5 Ci Co-60

9.0

5.0

the grout which may be
dispersible. (Equal to
amount in loose grout.)

5. Fraction of available
material realistically
released frao the drum
by the dispersal forces
generated by the hypo
thetical accident - F4
6. Fraction of the mater
ial released fram the drum
which escapes the cask and
cask/fireshield - F5

F4 = 0.02

(F4 ) (9.0)='.18

(F4 ) (5.0)=0.10

F5 a 0.10

(F5 ) (0.18)=0.018

(F5 ) (0.10) =0.01
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It is apparent from the simulation test and the containment capability that cement
grout is a good mediun in which to immobilize and contain hot cell waste for
disposal. The method is coxpatible with cell operations and the imnobilization
prooedure will result in adequate containment of radioactive species such that the
Model 1600 package with such contents will be in full omppliance with all federal
regulations pertaining to the shipwent of radioactive material.

4

.

ATTAHME~r 1
Procedural Outline of the Impobiliation of Cell Waste Uising Cement Grout

1.

Waste pro&dcts shall be placed in a perforated metal slip liner which fits
into a metal inner container. The metal inner container shall be at least
18 gauge steel, closed and sealed with a gasket and cover retained with
bolts or a bolted clap ring. Typically, an extended 55 gallon drum will be
used but the method is not limited to this specific inner container.

2.

The slip liners shall be mechanically centered in the inner container and
waste shall be retained in the assembly to prevent flotation of contents
during grouting.

3.

The caent grout shall be primarily a mixture of sand, cement, pozzolan, and
water in the following proportions by weight.
Includ-

Without

ing EP"2
Cement
Pozzolan
Sand

33-42
0-8.5
37-46%

Water

14-20%

40-50
0-10
44-55

4 o The grout shall be directed into the annulus between the metal inner
container and the slip liner so that the grout fills the package from the
bottom qp. The assembly shall be vibrated continuously during grouting to
maximize penetration of the grout into the waste material.
5.

The grouted assembly shall be allowed to set without movuin until the grout
is hard and finn on the surface. Any free standing water shall be removed
from the top of the grout prior to installation of the gasket and closure
mechanisn.

6.

The inner container shall be a single trip container sized to fit easily

into the cask cavity but without excessive clearance.

It shall be fitted

with appropriate lifting devices to allow removal using installation and
removal with normal remote handling tools.

